


 

About D & i

I am a professional  dedicated to the aviation and 

maritime art, industrial design, illustration and 

graphic design. 

My experience of 39 years allows to offer to my

clients a global and/or precise solution of its needs 

to communicate a product or to develop a new 

device with industrial projection. When applying 

my experience picked up in the aeronautical world 

(based on a high technical rigor and of detail), 

I am enabled to give a project to him of quality from 

sketch initial to the final work. Knowledge in each of 

these areas guarantee my trajectory.

 

Clients

Massey Ferguson

Grosspal (Trucks)

MC Congress and Exhibition

CITEDEF

AYDIN (Electronic industry)

Helicópteros Marinos

Aerolink

Aerolineas Argentinas

Sky Holding Group (USA)

Jackson Square Aviation (UK)

Vassali (Farm equipment)

Favot (Farm equipment)

 

Argentine Petroleum & Gas Institute

Consultair

Argentine Army

Argentine Navy

Argentine Air Force

Argentine Coast Guard

YPF (Argentine oil company)

Airbus Helicopter (Chile)

Metalúrgica San Salvador

Pegasus Aviation (USA)

Colombian Navy Aviation

Correo Argentino Argentine Mail Service



 

 
Artworks

*   Sketchs

*   Hyperrealistic artworks (oil paint)

*   Infographics

*   Digital art



Illustrations

*   Agricultural machines

*   Spare manuals

*   Cutaway

*   Mail stamps

*   Infographics

*   Digital art

*   3D Illustrations 



Industrial design

*   Spare manuals

*   Blue prints under ISO norm

*   Brouchure design for agricultural    

    machines and airplanes

*   Industrial design of components 

    of machines

*  3D scale models 

*  Mockups 



Industrial design

*   Layout study

*   Ergonometric study

*   Mockups 



Graphic design
 

*   Corporative image 

*   Logotypes and brand

*   Corporative manuals

*   Product graph

*   Technicals manuals



Graphic design

*   knowledge in papers 

    and printing systems

*   On line work

*   Availability to travel to the place 

    of  the client

*   Direct relationship with the client



Carlos Adrián Garcia  
Gana 571 depto 1 (1408) C.A.B.A. Buenos Aires, Argentina

Tel: +54114642 5078 WhatsApp: +54 9 11 4147 3500
Email: info@aviationart.com.ar

www.aviationart.com.ar


